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The high /-state population of fast ions excited in ion-so! id interactions is very

different from /-state populations produced under single collision conditions. A

study of the population dynamics of electronic excitation and transport within

the framework of a classical transport theory for 0 2 + (2 MeV/u) ions traversing

carbon foils shows good agreement with experimental results from delayed pho-

ton emission spectroscopy. We investigate the dependence of the characteristic

exponent for the power-law decay of delayed Lya and hyp radiation on the initial

n,l distribution. From our simulations we find evidence that the very high t-

state populations produced in ion-solid collision are the consequence of a high-/

state diifusion under the influence of multiple inelastic and elastic collisions in

the bulk of the solid.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Delayed photon emission spectroscopy has revealed that projectile Rydberg states

with very high angular momenta £ are produced when fast ions traverse thin foils1'2.

This contrasts sharply with binary ion-atom collisions at similar high collision ve-

locities in which mainly low ^-values are populated (0 < t < 1). Thus, the Estate

population in ion-solid collisions cannot be explained in terms of binary collision

models. Recently, a classical transport theory has been developed to simulate the

dynamics of electronic excitation in ion-solid collisions3. This model has been applied

successfully * to explain the experimentally observed I distribution of the n=5 shell

of carbon s and has recently been used to describe 6 the time delayed Lyo and Lŷ j

intensities associated with hydrogenic O7+ (2 MeV/u) emerging from thin carbon

foils7. Our model describes these intensities in terms of three consecutive steps: (1)

The primary binary collision with small impact parameters in the bulk of the target,

exciting a bound projectile electron or capturing a target electron into an excited

state, (2) the transport of the excited electron towards the exit of the solid, and (3)

the cascading of excited states down to the ground state. The last step allows us to

indirectly compare the n,£ distributions produced as a result of the passage of the ion

through the solid with experimental findings.

In this work we present a brief report on our analysis of delayed Ly emission in

terms of the collisionally produced excited-state population. The "characteristic"

exponents a, X oc t~a, for the non-exponential decay can be related, to some extent,

to the initial n, I distribution. The observed differences in a for ion-atom and ion-solid

collisions provide direct insight into the collision dynamics.

II. THE TRANSPORT MODEL

To describe the electronic evolution of projectile electrons in a solid target a quan-



turn mechanical transport theory would be highly desirable but remains a challenging

task in view of the large number of coupled states and the ambiguity in the choice of

an appropriate basis set. A classical transport theory circumvents this problem but

is only justified 8 in a regime above a critical quantum number nc for which highly

excited electrons with either negative or positive binding energy in the frame of the

projectile ion are strongly perturbed by collisional interactions such that collisional

broadening effectively creates a continuum of bound states. In a classical picture,

electrons in states with n > nc cannot complete a single orbit around the projectile

ion without suffering a collision.

In the framework of classical dynamics the transport problem can be expressed in

terms of a microscopic Langevin equation of motion for the momentum vector pe of

the electron3

^ = - W p + F(0. (1)

This equation describes the motion of the electron in a classical orbit in an effective

electron-projectile potential and perturbed by a random force F(t) which represents

the inelastic and elastic collisions the electron suffers in the solid. In order to test

the sensitivity of the finally obtained n,l distributions we performed calculations with

both a dynamically screened potential (V^) obtained from linear response theory9

and a bare Coulomb potential V^. The transport problem is solved by Monte-Carlo

sampling of a discrete ensemble of initial phase-space coordinates P0(r, v) which are

propagated according to Eq. 1. One prerequisite for solving (1) consists of finding

proper initial phase-space distributions for the Langevin equation.

We have analyzed two different initial distributions in detail 6: (I) The "ran-

dom" initial distribution Pr*ndom(̂ ", v) and (II) the initial phase-space distribu-

tion PCTMCC^W) determined using the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method10



(CTMC). Details of the CTMC calculation used in this work can be obtained from

the article of Toburen et al.11. The CTMC method has two major advantages: it

takes the collision dynamics explicitly into account and gives realistic estimates for

the initial population of excited states after a binary collision event.

The n,£ distribution calculated with our transport model are presented for several

n-levels (or band of n levels) in Fig. 1. The final £ distributions for 0 7 + after

traversing a target thickness of 1000 a.u. (comparable to 10 /ig/cm2) are the result of

an averaging over electrons originating from different depths inside the target. Also

displayed in Fig. 1 are the initial £ distributions obtained from the CTMC calculations

which represent "typical" £ distributions resulting from ion-atom collisions. For low

n values the overall shape still resembles the initial distribution. However, an onset

of a shift to higher- f states becomes visible. For higher n values we observe a

sharp contrast to the CTMC initial distributions. The I distribution is composed of

two components: a contribution similar to the initial distribution accentuating low I

values, and a slowly decreasing tail extending to very high £ values. The low £ part

stems from electrons excited in the last layers of the target whereas the high £ part

represents those electrons from deep inside the bulk.

We note that tL^ difference between the £ distribution for transport in a pure

Coulomb and in a screened Coulomb field is remarkably small.

III. CASCADE CALCULATION

Our transport model takes into account both the inelastic and elastic collisions

that the projectile electron undergoes. Radiative transitions inside the solid are not

considered because the lifetime of the 2p state is much longer (r2p ss 4 * 10~13 s) than

the typical dwell time of the projectile ion in the solid (tj « 5 * 10~ lss). High lying

states have even longer lifetimes. This justifies the application of a cascade model



to undisturbed hydrogenic excited states after exiting the foil to calculate the time

dependent intensity of the Lyo and Ly/j transitions. It should be noted that this

approach is valid only for moderately heavy ions: because the lifetime of an excited

state scales with the projectile charge as Z~4, i.e. the relation r2p > ti ceases to be

fulfilled for Zp >20.

Denoting the level population at the time t by Nn;(t) and the transition probability

by Anj>n<!« we can write the differential change of the population as

i=n+l

The transition probabilities Ant,n>t' f°r a o n e electron system are taken from Ref. 12.

We have solved this system of coupled rate equations numerically for a large number

of states (« 450).

In Fig. 2 we compare the intensities J3P_i,(0 and Zap_i,(t) for a distribution

Nn;(t=0) taken from the CTMC calculation for a binary ion-atom collision and from

our transport simulation. Both distributions Nnj(t=0) follow a n~3 law, when summed

over all £. A few characteristic features are worth noting: At small delay times the

intensities approach each other since the prompt intensity is sensitive only to the

population of low (n, {) states which do not significantly differ from each other for

ion-atom and ion-solid collisions. In the intermediate regime (10~losec — 10~9 sec) the

decay curves display a power-law dependence ~ t~" with a characteristic exponent a

dependent on the transition (Lya or Ly^) and on the population of high (n, I) states.

Finally, for very long delay times (< 4 x 1O~9 sec) the intensity changes rapidly. The

deviation from the power-law is determined by the maximum n and ( contributing



to the intensity13. Accordingly, since we include only states n < 30 in the cascade

calculations we observe for ion-atom collisions a rapid drop of the intensity for t > 4

ns. For ion- solid collisions the validity of the power law for a given maximum n

extends to larger t.

The decay curves in Fig. 2 indicate that the slope of the Ly^ intensity for ion-

solid collisions is very similar to the one for ion-atom collisions. On the other hand,

the slopes of the LyQ intensities are quite different. The reason for these behaviors is

that transitions from high-^ states -strongly populated in ion-solid collisions- proceed

most effectively along the Yrast-sequence 13.

The dependence of the characteristic exponent for the decay curve on the initial

Nn( distribution is displayed in Fig. 3. For the I distribution for fixed n we use the

distributions displayed in Fig. 1 characteristic for ion-atom or ion-solid collisions. For

the n distribution summed over all ^,

tf. = E "»< (3)
t

we choose power laws n~*, n~3, and n~2. We note that the CTMC simulation for

ion-atom collisions as well as the transport simulation for ion-solid collisions gives

distributions very close to n~3. From Fig. 3 it is obvious that one experimental value

for the characteristic exponent for one transition (e.g. only for Lya) is not sufficient

to distinguish among different Nn( distributions. That is, the same exponential value

can be realized by different Nnt distributions. In fact, in a number of experiments

14,15,13,2,7 for v e r v dijferent collision systems the intensity I(t) of Lya radiation was

found to follow a power law of the form £~* with a ss 1.5. However, with the knowledge

of two characteristic exponents for both transitions, (Lya and Ly^) one can clearly

distinguish among different distribution functions. In particular, the ratio of Lya to

emission intensity is a very sensitive measure for the population Nnt.



IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

For both the Lya and the Ly/? intensities we find excellent agreement between the

experimental data by Can et al. 7 and the cascade calculation within the (n,£) distri-

bution determined by the classical transport theory. The ratio of Lyo/Ly0 intensities

as a function of the delay time is displayed in Fig. 4. The transport calculation

uses CTMC initial conditions and the evolution proceeds in the dynamical screening

potential. We note, however, that the difference between different model assumptions

within the transport calculation are small.

Most striking is the difference between the result for binary ion-atom collisions and

the transport simulation, which amounts to more than a factor of 4. The magnitude of

this difference demonstrates convincingly the importance of stochastic collisions inside

the solid, which swamps completely any difference in the evolution of the electron in a

bare or a screened Coulomb potential. We also find that the t dependence of the ratio

could be well reproduced by the characteristic exponents for the Ly,,, a2p, and Lyp, a3p,

transitions, ~ taip~a'ip. The determination of the coefficient of proportionality (i.e.

the absolute magnitude of the ratio) requires, however, additional information on the

initial distribution and transition rates.

In conclusion, a classical transport calculation considering multiple scattering in the

solid can successfully describe the formation of Rydberg statss with very high angular

momenta. Simulating the post- foil cascade processes, we have found good agreement

with experimental data obtained with delayed photon emission spectroscopy. Fur-

thermore, we have demonstrated that this method has a sufficient sensitivity for both

the n and the £ distribution of highly excited ions.
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FIG. 1. Calculated ( distributions for several n shells for O7+ (2 MeV/u) after passage

through a carbon foil.

FIG. 2. Comparison of calculated delayed photon emission intensities for two different

initial distributions with the experimental results of Can et al. 7

FIG. 3. Characteristic exponent a2p, for Lyo (Fig. 3a) and a3p for Lyp (Fig. 3b)

emission as a function of the power law n~* for the Nn distribution (Eq.(3)) for different I

distributions.

FIG. 4. Ratio of the calculated Lya to hyp intensity together with the experimental

results from Can et al. 7.
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